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Platinum nanoparticle decorated vertically aligned
graphene screen-printed electrodes:
electrochemical characterisation and exploration
towards the hydrogen evolution reaction†
Jessica Scremin,a,b Isabella V. Joviano dos Santos,a,c Jack P. Hughes,a,c
Alejandro García-Miranda Ferrari, a,c Enrique Valderrama, d Wei Zheng, d,e
Xizhou Zhong,e Xin Zhao,d,e Elen J. R. Sartori, b Robert D. Crapnell, a,c
Samuel J. Rowley-Neale *a,c and Craig E. Banks *a,c
We present the fabrication of platinum (Pt0) nanoparticle (ca. 3 nm average diameter) decorated vertically
aligned graphene (VG) screen-printed electrodes (Pt/VG-SPE) and explore their physicochemical charac-
teristics and electrocatalytic activity towards the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) in acidic media (0.5 M
H2SO4). The Pt/VG-SPEs exhibit remarkable HER activity with an overpotential (recorded at −10 mA cm−2)
and Tafel value of 47 mV (vs. RHE) and 27 mV dec−1. These values demonstrate the Pt/VG-SPEs as signifi-
cantly more electrocatalytic than a bare/unmodified VG-SPE (789 mV (vs. RHE) and 97 mV dec−1). The
uniform coverage of Pt0 nanoparticles (ca. 3 nm) upon the VG-SPE support results in a low loading of Pt0
nanoparticles (ca. 4 µg cm−2), yet yields comparable HER activity to optimal Pt based catalysts reported in
the literature, with the advantages of being comparatively cheap, highly reproducible and tailorable plat-
forms for HER catalysis. In order to test any potential dissolution of Pt0 from the Pt/VG-SPE surface,
which is a key consideration for any HER catalyst, we additively manufactured (AM) a bespoke electro-
chemical flow cell that allowed for the electrolyte to be collected at regular intervals and analysed via
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES). The AM electrochemical cell can
be rapidly tailored to a plethora of geometries making it compatible with any size/shape of electro-
chemical platform. This work presents a novel and highly competitive HER platform and a novel AM tech-
nique for exploring the extent of Pt0 nanoparticle dissolution upon the electrode surface, making it an
essential study for those seeking to test the stability/catalyst discharge of their given electrochemical
platforms.
1. Introduction
In order to support a paradigm shift within the world’s energy
economy away from fossil fuels (FF) to less polluting renewable
sources, sustainable energy vectors must be developed to store
and transport the energy generated from renewable sources.1
Green hydrogen is potentially one such vector due to its high
energy density (140 MJ kg−1), which exceeds that of coal (24 MJ
kg−1) and petrol (44 MJ kg−1).2 Currently a limiting factor to
the ubiquitous use of green hydrogen is the cost of its pro-
duction, which as of this report, is £11.40 per kg (ref. 3) com-
pared to 1 gallon of diesel which is £4.47.4 (in automotive appli-
cations these are equivalent quantities).5,6 Therefore, if green
hydrogen is to become a viable energy vector the cost of its pro-
duction has to be significantly decreased. Water splitting
within a electrolyser, when its required energy is being drawn
from renewable sources, wind, wave, etc., is a promising
method of generating green hydrogen gas, as it has no associ-
ated carbon emissions (CO, CO2 or CH4).
7,8 Hydrogen is pro-
duced on the cathode of an electrolyser device via the
Hydrogen Evolution Reaction (HER): 2H+ + 2e− → H2.
9,10
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Currently, Platinum (Pt) based materials are utilised to catalyse
the HER as Pt has a near zero H+ binding energy, which
results in the HER having a negligible overpotential.11–13 The
most common commercially available HER catalyst is Pt, with
a 20–40% mass loading, on graphitised carbon (Pt/C).14 Pt is a
precious metal in high demand with relatively low earth abun-
dance, which results in it having a very high cost.15
Consequently, current research is focused on improving/main-
taining the catalytic efficiency exhibited by Pt/C whilst lowering
the content of Pt. See ESI Table 1† that contains numerous
studies that utilise Pt based catalysts towards the HER.16–19 For
example, Devadas et al.20 loaded Pt nanoparticles (PtNPs)
upon carbon nanotubes (CNTs) by chemical linkage to achieve
a loading of 1.03 wt%. The CNT/PtNPs exhibited a low HER
onset potential of −16 mV (vs. RHE), which is comparable to
the HER onset potential exhibited by Pt/C, with a 40 wt% Pt
content, of 0 mV (vs. RHE). Anchoring PtNPs to chemically
resistive supports, such as carbon nanotubes or graphene has
been reported to prevent agglomeration and electrical discon-
nection of the catalyst material.21 Additionally, corrosion resis-
tance of Pt based catalysts is enhanced by strong surface inter-
actions between PtNP’s and a chemically resistive support,
which also prevents migration of energetically unstable Pt
nanoparticles.14,22
Vertically aligned graphene (VG) has been reported within
the literature as a high performing support material due to its
high conductivity, large surface area and good chemical
stability.23–25 A single graphene sheet consists of 2D-hexagon-
ally arranged carbon atoms. The vertical orientation of these
2D graphene sheets beneficially alters the morphology by redu-
cing agglomeration and increasing the number of inter-sheet
open channels and exposed active edge sites.10 One study that
utilises VG as a surface to disperse Pt nanoparticles is by
Zhang et al.26 who supported 3D-VG nanosheet arrays on
carbon cloth (CC). The Pt-VGNAs/CC, synthesised by a micro-
wave plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
method, were explored towards the HER. The Pt-VGNAs/CC
were shown to exhibit an overpotential of 60 mV (vs. RHE) at
−10 mA cm−2, which is superior to that of commercial Pt/C,
where the observed over potential at −10 mA cm−2 was 85 mV
(vs. RHE). It is important to note that the respective Pt load-
ings of the Pt-VGNAs/CC and commercial 20% Pt/C were 41.92
and 44.00 μg cm−2. The superior HER catalysis of the Pt-
VGNAs/CC is a result of short ion diffusion pathways and fast
heterogeneous electron transfer (HET) upon thin Pt nano-
plates, coupled with highly conductive VG. Literature has
shown that the immobilisation of PtNP’s upon a VG platform
results in a highly electrocatalytic electrode. However, if the
application of this catalyst is to become scalable within com-
mercial electrolysers, the loading of the PtNPs must be
reduced and an efficient, reliable and tailorable technique has
to be employed to incorporate the material into the cathodic
catalyst layer. Given the above, this work will describe a unique
methodology for depositing a minimal amount of Pt onto a
VG substrate, and the subsequent incorporation of the Pt/VG
into the bulk of screen-printed electrodes (Pt/VG-SPEs). SPEs
have numerous advantages over traditional carbon electrodes
such as being highly reproducible, scalable and easily tailor-
able, allowing research to be translated from the laboratory to
commercial applications.27–30 ESI Table 1† highlights that the
majority of studies use a drop casting technique to modify a
GC electrode with electrocatalytic material, which needs to be
mechanically polished between each measurement, where the
reproducibility is dependent upon the skill of the researcher
undertaking the task. In the case of SPEs this step is not
required, due to screen printing being a highly reproducible
and automated deposition technique. Drop-casting is impracti-
cal for the production of commercial catalyst coated mem-
branes, therefore we report a screen printing procedure which
is directly transferable to commercial applications, especially
where roll-to-roll technologies are employed. The Pt/VG-SPEs
produced within this study exhibit excellent HER catalysis,
which is derived from the significant distribution of Pt0 nano-
particles mimicking the response of a macro-polycrystalline Pt
electrode, whilst having a comparatively low loading of costly
Pt0. The Pt/VG-SPEs therefore have the potential to be cheap,
highly/mass reproducible and tailorable alternatives to Pt/C as
the cathodic material within commercial electrolysers in order
to lower the production costs of green hydrogen.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Chemicals and materials
All chemicals (analytical grade or higher) were used as received
from Sigma-Aldrich without any further purification. A com-
mercially available catalyst (20% Pt/C) was utilised to bench-
mark the fabricated VG-SPE variants. Note that the Pt nano-
particles reported within the commercial Pt/C catalyst are
>5 nm in diameter.31 A high purity Pt0 Magnetron target
(>99.99%) was utilised in the production of the Pt0 nano-
particles found on the Pt/VG-SPEs. Solutions were prepared
with deionised water of resistivity not less than 18.2 MΩ cm
and were vigorously degassed prior to electrochemical
measurements with high purity, oxygen free nitrogen.32,33
Measurements were performed in 0.5 M H2SO4 and the sulfu-
ric acid solution utilised was of the highest possible grade
available from Sigma-Aldrich (99.999%, double distilled for
trace metal analysis).
2.2. Design and fabrication of the vertically aligned graphene
screen-printed electrodes (VG-SPEs) and Pt nanoparticle
doped VG-SPEs (Pt/VG-SPEs)
The fabrication of the Pt/VG-SPEs is summarised in Fig. 1(A).
First the SPE strip, Ag/AgCl reference and dielectric layer were
produced using a bespoke conductive graphitic ink and an
automated screen-printing technique previously described34
(summarized in stage 1, 2 and 3). Note that the addition of the
Ag/AgCl has been included to highlight the versatility of the
SPEs as self-contained mobile electrochemical platforms
however, an external saturated calomel electrode (SCE) refer-
ence was utilised within this study. Stage 4 of the Pt/VG-SPE
Paper Nanoscale
































































































fabrication involved a radio frequency (RF) plasma enhanced
chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) technique, which was
utilised to grow the vertically aligned graphene onto flexible
graphite paper of 100 µm thickness. This involved inducing an
RF electromagnetic wave (1000–2000 W) via a quartz portal
into a vacuum chamber, the heated (600 to 900 °C, controlled
via a thermocouple) sample stage was located ca. 2 cm from
the quartz portal. Methane (with a flow rate of 5–10 SCCM)
was utilised as a carbon source, varying from 5 to 100%
against a H2 gas atmosphere. Note the pressure of the
chamber was kept at between 6 to 12 Pa. A growth time of
20 min was utilised.35 The VG can be observed in Fig. 2. The
final stage of the Pt/VG-SPE production (stage 5) was the dec-
oration of the VG-SPE with Pt0 nanoparticles that were grown
on the VG nanosheets via a conventional DC magnetron sput-
tering physical vapour deposition process, a.k.a. MS-PVD. The
PVD process used a standard industry plasma source for sput-
tering, which has a 6-inch-diameter sputtering target made of
a high purity Pt0 foil material. Using a deposition rate calcu-
lation of the Pt0 magnetron target it was possible to calculate
the average weight loading of Pt0 on the Pt/VG-SPEs surface,
which was determined to be ca. 4 µg cm−2 with the Pt0 nano-
particles having a dimeter of ca. 3 nm. The defined (geometric)
working area of the Pt/VG-SPE was designed to be 0.0314 cm2
for the Pt/VG-SPEs, this can be easily tailored from µm to m in
order to suite a particular application. The use of SPEs in
order to optimise the deposition of the Pt/VG is essential as
they are mass-producible and can be easily scaled to commer-
cial applications, which is not possible using glassy carbon
electrodes, typically utilised within the literature.
Fig. 1 (A) Illustration showing an overview of the fabrication steps required to produce the Pt/VG-SPEs. (B) Diagram of the additively manufactured
electrochemical flow cell; the inset shows the actual flow cell utilised.
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Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV)
measurements were carried out using an AUTOLAB PGSTAT101
driven by NOVA 2.0 software. The VG-SPE variants acted as
working electrodes whilst an external saturated calomel elec-
trode (SCE) reference was utilized rather than the onboard
pseudo Ag/AgCl. This allows for a direct comparison between
the data collected within this study and other studies within the
literature. The inclusion of an onboard pseudo Ag/AgCl is ben-
eficial for non-lab based applications where the use of a larger/
more expensive/fragile reference is inappropriate; however
during this study its use was not necessary. A large area graphi-
tic SPE acted as the counter electrode. Note that the obtained
potential values have been converted to a reversible hydrogen
electrode (ERHE = ESCE + 0.059 pH + 0.242), using a measured
pH of 0.3 for the 0.5 M H2SO4. The electroactive areas of the Pt/
VG-SPEs and VG-SPEs were calculated using the quasi-reversible
Randles–Ševćik equation and cyclic voltammetry (CV).36 The
scan rates utilized for the CV were (5, 10, 15, 25, 50, 75, 100,
150, 250, and 350 mV s−1) and the final area values were deter-
mined from an average of (N = 5). The CVs pertaining to the
commercially procured 20% Pt/C used the same reference and
counter as described above, whilst the working electrode was a
classical glassy carbon electrode (GCE) drop-cast with 1 µg cm−2
of the Pt/C. The HER onset is determined as the potential at
which the observed current density deviates from the back-
ground current density by the value of 25 µA cm−2.37
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the
VG-SPEs and Pt/VG-SPEs was performed in 0.5 M H2SO4 under
Fig. 2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images from the top and cross-section images of the VG-SPEs (A and C1) and Pt/VG-SPEs (B, C2 and
D), respectively.
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their respective HER voltages. ESI Fig. S1† shows the Nyquist’s
plot for both VG-SPEs and Pt/VG-SPEs. As can be seen, the
series resistance (Rs) for VG-SPE and Pt/VG-SPE is 12.7 and
9.13 Ω, respectively. After the introduction of Pt on the VG
surface, a reduction in the series resistance can be observed
which indicates that Pt facilitates the electron transport
process. Also, in the case of the Pt/VG-SPE the formation of
two semi-circles is observed, which confirms the presence of
two phases in the system (Pt and VG-SPE).
2.4. Surface characterisation
The morphologies of VG-SPE variants were analyzed by scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM) using a Zeiss SUPRA 40 (Carl
Zeiss Ltd, Germany). Composition of the electrodes were inves-
tigated by energy dispersive X-rays spectroscopy (EDS) using an
Apollo 40 SDD (EDAX Inc., USA), coupled to the SEM. Raman
spectra were recorded using a Renishaw inVia Raman micro-
scope spectrometer (Renishaw PLC, UK) equipped with an
argon laser (λ = 514.3 nm). Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
measurement was obtained using a HQ:NSC19/Al BS silicon
tip back coated with aluminium (Mikromasch, France) con-
nected to a Smart SPM1000 coupled to an XploRa PLUS V1.2
(using Omegascope AIST-NT v3.5 and LabSepc 6, respectively;
Horiba, France) and a vibration isolation table, all carried out
using AC mode. Samples were attached to magnetic disks
using double-sided tape. High-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) images were collected using a
JEM-2100 coupled with a OI Aztec 80 mm X-max EDS detector.
The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data was acquired
using an AXIS Supra (Kratos, UK), equipped with an Al X-ray
source (1486.6 eV) operating at 300 W in order to perform
survey scans and 450 W for narrow scans. All X-rays were
mono-chromated using a 500 mm Rowland circle quartz
crystal X-ray mirror. The angle between X-ray source and analy-
ser was 54.7° with an electron energy analyser: 165 mm mean
radius hemispherical sector analyser operating in fixed analy-
ser transmission mode, pass energy 160 eV for survey scans
and 40 eV narrow scans. A detector with a delay line detector
with multichannel plate was utilised.
2.5. Additive manufactured (AM) scanning flow cell
The electrochemical scanning flow cell (see Fig. 1(B)) was
designed to have a main working electrode chamber that has a
diameter of 9.5 mm. This was sealed with an o-ring (RS
Components, UK) and AM base plate using 5 mm M3 Pan
Head screws (RS Components, UK). The channels to and from
the working electrode were positioned at 60° from each
other.38 An external reference electrode was located down-
stream from the working electrode in a 7.6 mm inlet, sealed
with Parafilm (Sigma, UK) as common within the literature.
The inlets and outlets to the cell were fitted with 0.79 mm
inner diameter Tygon® tubing (Cole Palmer, US), that could
connect to the syringe and collector, respectively.
The flow cell STL files were designed using Fusion 360
(Autodesk, USA) and converted into build files using PreForm
(FormLabs, USA). The designs were produced on a FORM 2
stereolithography 3D-Printer (FormLabs, USA) using FORM 2
Clear Resin (GPCLO4). The flow cells were post-processed by
washing with isopropanol and the rough edges removed with
Wetordry paper (P2000). Post-curing was performed at 60 °C
for 10 min using a FormLabs FORM Cure (405 nm, FormLabs,
USA).
2.6. ICP-OES measurements using the bespoke additive
manufactured (AM) scanning flow cell
The electrolyte was fully degassed with high purity, oxygen free
nitrogen prior to use. This was then injected into the electro-
chemical scanning flow cell at a constant rate of 4 mL h−1
using an IPS-12 syringe pump (Inovenso Technology Ltd,
Turkey) during the course of the electrochemical stability
measurements, in order to collect solution quantities large
enough for inductively coupled plasma optical emission spec-
troscopy (ICP-OES) analysis. ICP-OES data was acquired using
a Thermo Scientific iCAP6300 Duo in axial mode, where the
wavelength and order for Pt are 214.42 and 457, respectively. A
1000 mg L−1 Pt (in HCl) ICP standard was used for bench-
marking.39 It should be noted that this technique can be easily
performed using the SPE variants developed within this study
given their size and geometry, where traditional carbon elec-
trodes would be limited.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Physicochemical characterisation
A thorough physicochemical characterisation of the VG-SPE
and Pt/VG-SPEs was performed in order to determine their
quality, purity and uniformity of the electrodes surface. This
involved using Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS),
Raman spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM),
Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and high-resolution
Transmission Electron Microscopy (HR-TEM).
Raman characterisation of the VG-SPE and Pt/VG-SPEs was
performed, with the obtained spectra being given in ESI
Fig. S2,† where the ratios, intensities and full width half-
maximum (FWHM) values are provided in Table 1. The Raman
spectra of the graphene electrodes confirms the characteristic
D (ca. 1380 cm−1), G (ca. 1582 cm−1), 2D (ca. 2706 cm−1) and D
+ D′ (ca. 2954 cm−1) bands to be consistent with that of vertical
aligned graphene.40,41 Graphene’s D band is usually referred
to disorder/defects in the lattice, the G band is linked to gra-
phitic structures and the 2D band is related to stacking order
of the graphene layers.42 In vertically aligned graphene, it is
expected to have a prominent D band due to defects and/or
the vertical orientation of the graphene presented herein.43
The respective Raman fingerprints of the graphene samples
reveals that the intensity ratio D/G (ID/IG) are 0.86 and 1.23 for
VG- and Pt-VG-SPE, respectively. The results indicate a higher
presence of defects/edges/in-plane stretching in the graphene
framework in the Pt-doped sample,44–46 likely due to the high
presence of edges and the destruction of the graphene sheets
by the Pt0.47 The ratio of I2D/IG is also changed from 0.92 to
Nanoscale Paper
































































































0.69 when the VG-SPE is doped with Pt0. The I2D/IG for the
VG-SPE sample indicates that the graphene is few-layer gra-
phene,48 as expected due to having vertical graphene in this
sample. The increase in the I2D/IG ratio, could indicate an
increase in the number of layers, or could be due to the inter-
calation/doping with Pt0.48 Ratio of D and D′ peaks has been
reported to help distinguishing the nature of the defects in
graphene (sp3, vacancy-like or graphite boundaries),49 however
in VG-SPE samples the ID′ could not be calculated due to the
proximity of D′ and G bands (as shown in ESI Fig. S2†). FWHM
data of 2D peaks (Table 1) is 60.69 and 120.3 cm−1 for the VG
and Pt/VG-SPE, respectively. 60.69 cm−1 for VG-SPE’s FWHM
confirms the few-layer-like structure/vertical orientation of the
graphene, and an increase, since the only difference is the
addition of Pt to the VG-SPE surface, to 120.3 cm−1 is likely
due to the Pt0 doping of the sample.48 However, it is important
to note that the use of FWHM for the estimation the number
of layers in graphene has been said to be valid only for AB–
stacked few layer graphene.48,50 Next, Raman mapping charac-
terisation of the batches was performed in order to explore the
homogeneity of the sample’s surface, with the results shown
in ESI Fig. S2C and S2D† for VG-SPE and Pt/VG-SPE, respect-
ively. The Raman maps represent the ID/IG ratios for the
samples across their surface, showing similar values at every
point for both samples.
Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the vertical
graphene (VG-SPE) and Pt-doped vertical graphene SPEs (Pt/
VG-SPE) are presented in Fig. 2, the produced VG has a mor-
phology typical of vertically aligned few-layer graphene.51,52 It
is evident from the cross-section images (Fig. 2(C1) and (C2)
for VG-SPE and Pt/VG-SPE, respectively) that the both vertical
graphene layers exhibit a height of ca. 1.7 μm, which is similar
to other reports of VG within the literature.53,54 Fig. 2(D) shows
that the platinum nanoparticles are uniformly distributed on
the surface of the VG edge and basal planes, it can be visually
assessed that the particles have an average particle diameter of
ca. 3 nm. ESI Fig. S3† shows typical Atomic Force Microscope
(AFM) topographic 2D and 3D maps of the Pt/VG-SPE sample.
AFM analysis shows that the irregular vertical domains merge
at the top of them,55 not allowing the AFM tip to measure the
depth of them; however, they map a rough surface that corres-
ponds with the ones seen via SEM (Fig. 2), that covers the
entire surface with a network of vertical structures.
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscope
(HRTEM) images of the Pt/VG-SPEs are presented in ESI
Fig. S4,† where it can be observed a highly packed uniform dis-
tribution of Pt0 particles of ca. 3 nm average diameter, which
is similar to the ones reported in the literature.56 The Fourier
transforms shown within ESI S4 (D and E)† display cubic and
pseudo hexagonal diffraction patterns, which correspond to
the 100 and 111 lattice faces.57 This shows the Pt0 nano-
particles to have a highly quality crystalline structure.
Additionally, EDS analysis shown in ESI Fig. S5† confirms the
presence of Pt0 on the surface of the Pt/VG-SPEs. X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis confirmed the Pt0 deco-
rated vertically aligned graphene to be comprised of high
quality graphene sheets and polycrystalline Pt0 nanoparticles
with the obtained spectra being depicted in ESI Fig. S6.† There
is a shift in the C 1s peaks for the Pt against the non-decorated
sample this is likely due to a fermi-level change caused by
newly decorated/doped (via MS-PVD) metal(Pt)-graphene.58
The characteristic peaks associated with metallic Pt0 (4f ) are
observed in ESI Fig. S6(A)† from the surface of the Pt/VG-SPE
at ca. 70.9 and 67.6 eV.59 The C 1s carbon regions of the Pt/
VG-SPEs and VG-SPEs are given in ESI S6(B and C),† the main
peak at ca. 284.64 eV corresponds to CvC sp2 bonded graphi-
tic structures, and the one ∼285.74 eV corresponds to edge
plane like-sites/defects related to C–H.60–62 In addition, peaks
related to C–O, CvO and O–CvO bonding are likely to be due
to adsorbed impurities.43
3.2. Electrochemical characterisation
The cyclic voltammetric responses (CVs) of the VG-SPEs and
Pt/VG-SPEs were explored using the near ideal outer-sphere
redox probe 1 mM [Ru(NH)6]
3+/0.1 M KCl and are shown in ESI
Fig. S7.† A plot of peak current verses the square-root of scan
rate exhibited a linear response for both the VG-SPEs and Pt/
VG-SPEs indicating the electrochemical processes is diffu-
sional in nature. Analysis of the CVs (see ESI Fig. S7†) using
the Nicholson’s method63 allows the heterogeneous rate con-
stants, k0 to be deduced. Both the VG-SPEs and Pt/VG-SPEs
display similar k0 values at 4.09 × 10−3 and 4.06 × 10−3 cm s−1,
respectively. Note that as the Pt0 nanoparticles are significantly
dispersed across the surface of the VG-SPE, their closeness to
each other demonstrates that each Pt0 nanoparticle is not
diffusional independent. Such that significantly diffusional
overlap occurs over the timescales of the electrochemical
measurements meaning that the CV response is characteristic
of linear diffusion with peak shaped responses expected of a
Pt macroelectrode even though the overall amount of Pt upon
the surface is less than that of a solid Pt macroelectrode. Note
in ESI Fig. S7,† the magnitude of the voltammetric peak
Table 1 Full width at half-maximum (FWHM) data, intensity of the Raman bands and peak ratios calculated from Raman spectroscopy of the
VG-SPE variants
Sample FWHM cm−1 Peak ratio
D G 2D ID IG I2D ID/IG I2D/IG ID/I2D
VG-SPE 37.82 27.62 60.69 12 682 14 756 13 673 0.86 0.92 0.93
PT/VG-SPE 63.30 45.40 120.30 9800 7961 5530 1.23 0.69 1.77
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heights of the Pt/VG-SPEs over that of the VG-SPEs, which is as
expected given the increase in the surface area, e.g. the cover-
age of the Pt0 nanoparticles. The estimated electroactive areas
(Areal) for VG-SPEs and Pt/VG-SPEs using the quasi-reversible
Randles–Ševćik equation,64 are found to correspond to 0.077
and 0.109 cm2, respectively, which are significantly larger than
the physical geometric (Ageo) working area (0.0314 cm
2) of the
screen-printed electrodes, which is as expected. For compari-
son, the Areal and Ageo for the Pt/C was calculated to be 0.055
and 0.071 cm2 respectively. The electroactive area (Areal) of the
Pt/VG-SPEs was determined more accurately using the hydro-
gen adsorption methodology described by Rodríguez et al.65
The obtained electroactive area for the Pt/VG-SPE using this
method was determined to be 0.096 cm2, which closely
matches the electroactive areas obtained from the analysis of
the CVs using the quasi-reversible Randles–Ševćik equation
(see above). Note that the current densities given within this
manuscript have been normalised against the geometric area
of the electrodes used to derive them.
3.3. Application of the VG-SPEs and Pt/VG-SPEs towards the
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
Next, the electrochemical characterisation of the VG-SPE and
Pt/VG-SPEs was explored towards the HER using linear sweep
voltammetry (LSV) in 0.5 M H2SO4. Firstly, it was important to
benchmark the HER activity of a polycrystalline solid Pt elec-
trode and 20% Pt/C in order for an accurate comparison
between the VG-SPEs and Pt/VG-SPEs (see Fig. 3). As expected
the polycrystalline Pt electrode and the Pt/C displayed highly
efficient HER catalysis with HER over potentials (recorded at
−10 mA cm−2) of 73 mV (vs. RHE) and 84 mV (vs. RHE),
respectively. Next, the VG-SPE and Pt/VG-SPEs were explored
towards the HER with the obtained LSVs displayed in Fig. 3.
The VG-SPE exhibited a large overpotential at 789 mV (vs.
RHE) that is significantly more electronegative than the poly-
crystalline Pt electrode or Pt/C (see Fig. 3A), which is character-
istic of unmodified carbon based electrode materials.27 The
Pt/VG-SPE outperforms the polycrystalline Pt electrode and the
Pt/C, in regards to their HER overpotential with a value of
47 mV (vs. RHE). Note that the Pt/VG-SPEs on a Pt per cm2
basis have ×10 less Pt, (ca. 4 µg cm−2) than the typical commer-
cially available 20% Pt/C catalyst (ca. 44.00 μg cm−2), value
reported by Zhang et al.26 This obtained HER overpotential
was utilised to gauge the intra-repeatedly of the Pt/VG-SPEs;
the relative standard deviation (%RSD) for the Pt/VG-SPEs was
found to be 0.9% (N = 5). The small %RSD attests to the
repeatability of the Pt/VG-SPE production method and
reliability of their HER signal output.
In order to determine the rate limiting step of the HER reac-
tion mechanism occurring at each of the explored electrodes,
Tafel analysis was performed on the faradaic sections of the
LSVs shown in Fig. 3(A) with the obtained Tafel curves being
shown in Fig. 3(B).66 The VG-SPE, Pt/VG-SPE, polycrystalline
Pt0 and Pt/C exhibited Tafel slopes of 97, 27, 31 and 30 mV
dec−1, respectively. These Tafel values indicate that for the
VG-SPE the initial Volmer H+ adsorption step is the rate-limit-
ing step and for the Pt/VG-SPE, polycrystalline Pt and Pt/C it is
the desirable Tafel discharge step that limits the reaction rate.
With the Pt/VG-SPEs having ca. ×10 lower loading of Pt0 than
the Pt/C and yet exhibiting more beneficial HER catalysis it is
clear that the Pt/VG-SPEs have potential to be utilised as the
cathodic material within electrolyser devices. The excellent
intrinsic HER electrocatalysis exhibited by the Pt/VG-SPE may
be further confirmed via calculations of hydrogen turnover fre-
Fig. 3 (A) Typical linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) showing the HER activity of a polycrystalline platinum macroelectrode, 20% Pt/Vulcan
carbon, VG-SPE and Pt/VG-SPE. Solution composition: 0.5 M H2SO4. Scan rate: 25 mV s
−1. (B) Tafel slopes corresponding to the Faradaic regions of
the LSVs shown in (A).
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quency (ToF), mass activity (MA) and specific activity (SA),
which are displayed in the ESI.† The Pt/VG-SPE exhibited an
exceptional ToF value of 8.77 s−1, higher than optimal HER
catalysts reported in the wider literature.67–70 The Pt/VG-SPE
also exhibited high mass and specific activity values of 52.31 A
mg−1 and 6.24 A m−2, respectively, in comparison to other
state of the art HER catalysts (in acidic media).71 The efficient
HER activity displayed by the Pt/VG-SPE which is competitive
with other Pt based catalysts reported within the literature is
likely derived from the Pt0 nanoparticle deposition technique,
which ensures the Pt0 is located upon the high surface area VG
support. This results in a very large surface area of exposed Pt0
active sites to catalyse the HER, when compared to Pt/C or a
macro polycrystalline Pt electrode, thus explaining the mar-
ginal increase in HER activity. It is worth noting that this study
was performed using a typical three electrode system as is
common within the literature, however, future work will seek
to deposit the Pt/VG-SPE onto a membrane where the catalyst
can be tested within a functional PEM electrolyser.
An important consideration for the applicability of a cata-
lyst as the cathode material within an electrolyser is its stabi-
lity and durability regarding the HER electrochemical signal
output. In order to investigate the stability of the Pt/VG-SPEs
HER signal output in an acidic solution, chronoamperometry
at −0.1 V (vs. RHE) for 36 000 seconds and 1000 repeat CV
scans were carried out (see Fig. 4). The Pt/VG-SPE exhibited a
significant decrease in HER activity over the course of 1000
repeat scans, with the observed current decreasing from −28.8
to −3.85 mA cm−2 from at 0.1 V (vs. RHE) from the 1st to the
1000th scan. There was also a significant decrease in the Pt/
VG-SPEs HER signal output during the chronoamperometry
test (see Fig. 4(B)). Fig. 4(B) shows that there was a rapid
decrease in observed current density from −23.5 to −8.24 mA
cm−2 in the initial 355 seconds (magnified in ESI Fig. 8†), after
which there was a more gradual decline to −5 mA cm−2 at
4275 seconds. The HER signal then remained somewhat stable
with only a small decline in HER activity to −3.73 mA cm−2 by
36 000 seconds. It is clear from the data presented above that
the Pt/VG-SPEs exhibit poor stability in acidic conditions. In
order to investigate whether the Pt/VG-SPEs exhibited poor
stability due to the discharging of Pt0 nanoparticles from the
surface of the Pt/VG-SPEs, ICP-OES was utilised.72,73 ICP-OES
coupled with electrochemical stability measurements (chron-
oamperometry for 36 000 seconds at −0.1 V (vs. RHE) whilst
the electrolyte (0.5 M H2SO4) was flowed over the electrodes
surface at 4 mL h−1), in order to assess whether the Pt0 nano-
particles were detaching from the Pt/VG-SPEs surface, and
thus causing the observed decrease in HER activity. Fig. 4(A
inset) exhibits the rate of Pt0 detachment (ng mL−1 h−1) from
the surface of the Pt/VG-SPE within 0.5 M H2SO4 over a 10 h
period. It is evident that a minimal quantity of Pt0 has
detached from the Pt/VGE-SPE after 5 h, where the concen-
tration of Pt0 is 0.01 ng mL−1. After 6 h the concentration of
Pt0 increases to 253.32 ng mL−1, then levels out at ca. 285 ng
mL−1 until 10 h. It is likely that the dramatic increase in Pt0
concentration within the electrolyte is a result of damage to
the structural integrity of the VG support, leading to a degra-
dation of the VG sheets and detachment of the Pt0 from the
VG to the solution. The decoration of the VG with Pt nano-
particles via MS-PVD likely leads to weak chemical bonds
between the graphene sheets and Pt0, which contributes to the
observed detachment under these conditions. It has been pre-
viously described by Borup et al.74 that Pt0 dissolution is a
factor of particle size with Pt0 particles that have a diameter
less than 5 nm having a dissolution rate significantly greater
than Pt0 particles with a diameter greater than 5 nm (i.e.
1–2 nm particles were observed to have a ×20 greater dis-
solution rate than 5 nm Pt0 nanoparticles). Further work is
currently underway that is attempting to prevent the Pt dis-
solution from the VG surface. The degradation of graphene
Fig. 4 (A) Cyclic stability examination of a Pt/VG-SPE via LSV (scan rate: 100 mV s−1 (vs. RHE)) was performed between the potential range of +0.4
to −0.1 V, repeated for 1000 cycles, inset showing Pt0 dissolution from a Pt/VG-SPE recorded using ICP-OES. Solution composition: 0.5 M H2SO4.
(B) shows chronoamperometry using a Pt/VG-SPE for 36 000 seconds, solution composition: 0.5 M H2SO4. (C) Cyclic stability examination of a
VG-SPE via LSV (scan rate: 100 mV s−1 (vs. RHE)) was performed between the potential range of +0.4 to −0.1 V, repeated for 1000 cycles. Solution
composition: 0.5 M H2SO4.
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sheets as a result of the HER occuring, has been previously
reported in pristine horizontal CVD grown graphene.75 From
the above data we deduce that it is likely that the observed
decrease in HER activity is due to a combination of Pt0 dis-
solution and VG degradation. This is supported by Fig. 4(C)
that displays a stability test (1000 repeat CV scans as above) for
a VG-SPE. The VG-SPEs’ HER signal output remained relatively
stable in terms of its achievable current from scan 1 to 100,
however from 100 to 1000 there is a drastic decrease from
179.01 mA to 48.22 mA by −1.2 V (vs. RHE). This degradation
in HER signal output is likely a result of the VG sheets structu-
rally breaking due to the mechanical force of hydrogen bub-
bling and electrochemical perturbation, which has been seen
in the case of horizontally alligned graphene.75 This reduces
the number of electrical pathways within the VG-SPE with con-
tributions from the weak van der Waals forces of the Pt0 upon
the graphene surface; this likely explains the discharge of the
Pt0 observed using ICP-OES after 5 h of chronoamperometry
(see Fig. 4(A)).
4. Conclusions
We have explored the electrocatalytic performance of
VG-SPEs and Pt/VG-SPEs towards the HER in an acidic elec-
trolyte (0.5 M H2SO4) and revealed the Pt/VG-SPEs to exhibit
remarkable HER activity with a comparatively low loading of
Pt0 per cm2 (×10 lower than that of 20% commercial Pt/C).
The competitive performance of Pt/VG-SPEs can be attribu-
ted to the ca. 3 nm Pt0 nanoparticles that are significantly
dispersed upon a high surface area 3D VG support, resulting
in maximal exposure of the Pt0 active sites for HER catalysis.
The screen-printing technique utilised within this study
more closely mimics the manufacturing techniques
implemented in the production of commercial PEM electro-
lyser membranes when compared to deposition techniques
used in wider literature, where drop-casting is typically
employed to modify given electrochemical platforms. The
Pt/VG-SPEs utilised within this study are easily tailored and
cheaply mass manufactured, demonstrating them to be
promising cathodic catalyst systems for application within
commercial electrolysers. That is on the proviso that their
electrochemical stability in acidic media can be improved in
subsequent work. The ICP-OES technique utilised within
this study allowed us to accurately measure the extent of Pt0
nanoparticle dissolution from the electrodes surface. The
described technique can be further adapted to measure a
plethora of different electrode designs and materials,
offering opportunities to benchmark the stability of novel
catalyst materials for electrolysers and other electrochemical
devices.
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